Bristol
Palin
Announces
Second Celebrity Pregnancy
By Katie Gray
There is another celebrity baby on board! Bristol Palin
recently announced her second celebrity pregnancy. According
to UsMagazine.com, Palin released a statement saying,
“Honestly, I’ve been trying my hardest to keep my chin up on
this one. At the end of the day, there’s nothing I can’t do
with God by my side, and I know I am fully capable of handling
anything that is put in front of me with dignity and grace.”

Some celebrity pregnancies aren’t
happy occasions. What are some ways
to
announce
your
unexpected
pregnancy to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
If you weren’t planning on getting pregnant, it can be a tough
thing to break to your close friends and family. Cupid has
some love advice:
1. Have an intimate conversation: Sometimes being direct is
the best course of action. Plan to have an intimate
conversation or series of conversations with those close to
you. Make sure the mood is calm and positive before you start,
and just let them have the news. Make sure you have thought
things through and have a pregnancy plan in place so they know
you’re handling things well.

Related Link: Bristol Palin Cancels Celebrity Wedding
2. Choose a time not associated with another event: Don’t
choose your partner’s birthday as the time to break the news
about your unexpected pregnancy. It’s important to be prepared
for a wide range of reactions, so you don’t want to ruin the
lighthearted happiness that typically goes with a birthday
celebration.
Related Link: Bristol Palin Wants More Kids… Someday
3. Buy a sentimental gift: Just because a pregnancy is
unexpected doesn’t mean it’s not a happy occasion. Consider
buying a small pair of booties or a onesie that says “Daddy”
to announce the pregnancy to your partner. Showing that you’re
happy about the situation will let your partner know it’s okay
to have his own feelings about it without having to worry
about yours right away.
What are some other ways to announce
pregnancy? Share your stories below.

your

unexpected

Zoe Saldana Says Studios
Panicked When She Announced
Celebrity Pregnancy
By Katie Gray
Zoe Saldana recently opened up about how the studios panicked
after she announced her celebrity pregnancy last year.
According to UsMagazine.com, she encountered some struggles

during her pregnancy with her twin celebrity babies. “Let me
tell you something, it will never be the right time for
anybody in your life that you get pregnant,” she said,
revealing that some of her employers were not pleased. “The
productions I was slated to work on sort of had a panic. I
heard through the grapevine there was even a conversation of
me being written off of one of the projects. I was like, ‘Oh,
my God, are you kidding me? It’s this bad? Right when I just
feel super-duper happy, is that inconvenient for you? That me,
as a woman in my thirties, I finally am in love and I am
finally starting my life? And it’s [screwing] your schedule
up? Really?'” It’s like the saying goes, “Life isn’t all
diamonds and rosé, but it should be.”

Celebrity pregnancies aren’t always
embraced with open arms. What are
some
ways
to
announce
your
pregnancy in the workplace?
Cupid’s Advice:
Announcing your pregnancy in the workplace can be made into a
fun event instead of a secretive announcement. Cupid has some
advice:
1. Food: A great way to announce a pregnancy at work is
leaving a note with food. Food is always a good idea! You can
bring in cupcakes that are frosted pink and blue, the
traditional baby colors. It’s always fun to bake and everyone
will be happy to fulfill their sweet tooth.
Related Link: Zoe Saldana’s Laid-Back Style
2. Game: It’s fun to make the announcement a guessing game!
Print a picture of your ultrasound out and put it in the break
room with a sheet for people to guess “Who’s My Mama?” by

filling out slips and writing the name of who they think the
mother-to-be is. Then the next day, the winner gets a candy
prize.
Related Link: Zoe Saldana Hides Wedding Ring at First Event
Since Marriage
3. Decorate: Everybody likes to look at cute decorations and
everyone loves a theme! Decorate your desk with a family
photo, put your ultrasound picture as your screensaver, add
little pink and blue decals depending on the gender of the
baby, so forth. There are so many ways you could theme your
workstation and desk!
What are some ways you have announced your pregnancy in the
workplace? Share your cute and fun ideas with us below.

Kim
Kardashian
Talks
Celebrity
Pregnancy
Grievances
By Katie Gray
There is a new celebrity baby on the way! That’s right, Kim
Kardashian announced her celebrity pregnancy on her reality
show Keeping Up With The Kardashians recently. Kardashian and
husband Kanye West have been trying for a second child, and
now it’s happening again. The pop culture pair have a
daughter, North West. Kardashian admits that she doesn’t care
for wearing flats and has had some issues with pregnancy
spanx. According to UsMagazine.com, “Despite her pursuit for

comfort, the 5’3” star said she loves heels. ‘I happen to hate
the way I look in flats,’ she complained. ‘It’s really hard
for me so I’m already thinking, like, ‘What the f— am I going
to do?’ And when I was pregnant, it was the hardest thing. But
I know it’s better and easier, you know, so it’s a struggle.'”
The reality starlet says this time around she has a
nutritionist and has been taking it easy and enjoying herself.

Celebrity pregnancies have the same
physical toll the rest of us
experience. What are some ways to
support
your
partner
through
pregnancy?
Cupid’s Advice:
Supporting your partner through pregnancy is important,
because both of those involved should go through the trials
and tribulations the process throws out. Cupid has some tips:
1. Listen: The best piece of relationship advice in this
case is to listen to your partner, especially during
pregnancy. It’s key to listen to all of her thoughts, feelings
and emotions during this exciting and nerve wrecking
experience. It will bring you both closer, too! You’re in this
together!
Related Link: Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Announce Celebrity
Pregnancy for Baby No. 2
2. Do the heavy lifting: It’s really nice to do the heavy
lifting, physically and mentally, when your partner is
pregnant. They say that it’s not good for pregnant women to
lift heavy things, so don’t have them do tasks that involve
that. Offer to do the driving, ask her if she needs anything,

cater to her cravings, encourage her to rest and relax, give
her surprises and make her feel uplifted when she is nervous.
Related Link: Famous Couple Kim Kardashian and Kanye West Show
PDA After Brit Awards
3. Presence is the true present: The best present is always
your presence! This is true especially during the wonderful
stage of pregnancy. You can show your support by going with
your partner to appointments, giving them massages, cooking
them dinner, helping decorate the baby’s room and going to
classes for pregnant parents.
What are some ways you have shown or been shown, support,
during pregnancy? Share your stories with Cupid below!

Kris Jenner Reacts to Kim
Kardashian’s Celebrity Baby
News
By Courtney Omernick
UsMagazine.com reported the celebrity baby news that celebrity
couple Kim Kardashian and Kanye West announced they were
having another celebrity baby on the season finale of Keeping
Up With The Kardashians on Sunday night. Not only are Kim and
Kanye’s fans excited for their second baby, but the proud
grandmother-to-be Kris Jenner also took to Instagram to
announce her love for the celebrity couple and their new
celebrity baby. Kris wrote that she couldn’t wait to meet
their new “love bug.”

There will be no lack of attention
on
Kim
Kardashian’s
second
celebrity baby news. What are some
ways to keep your pregnancy under
wraps?
Cupid’s Advice:
While this celebrity baby news will get coverage all over the
world, other people might want to be more secretive when it
comes to their pregnancy. Below are a few ways to help keep
your pregnancy under wraps:
1. Be the designated driver: Your friends and family members
are probably going to ask you out for a drink within the next
nine months. If you want to get out of drinking, tell them
you’ll be the designated driver!
Related Link: Kanye West Sends Celebrity Love Kim Kardashian
Gushing Anniversary Twitter Message One Day Late
2. Schedule your meetings in the afternoons: If you
terrible morning sickness and you’re not sure you’ll be
to work well in the mornings, make sure to schedule
meetings for the afternoons. Hopefully, by that time,
morning sickness will have subsided.

have
able
work
your

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Keira Knightley Welcomes
First Child with Husband James Righton
3. Don’t talk about it: If you’re coworkers are concerned as
to why you’ve had so many doctors’ appointments lately, simply
say, “I’d rather not talk about it.” It’s better than making
up an illness. If your coworkers persist, tell them you’re
fine…or that it’s “women’s problems.”

What are some ways you’ve kept your pregnancy quiet? Comment
below!

Kim Kardashian and Kanye West
Announce Celebrity Pregnancy
for Baby No. 2
By Courtney Omernick
One of the most highly talked about celebrity couples, Kim
Kardashian and Kanye West, announced that they are expecting
another celebrity baby. E! Online.com reported that Kim
announced the celebrity pregnancy at the end of the season
finale of Keeping Up With The Kardashians.

This celebrity pregnancy will no
doubt be highly documented! What
are some ways to document your preparenthood experience?
Cupid’s Advice:
While this celebrity baby will have a very high profile life,
others are not as fortunate to be able to look online and see
baby photos of themselves everywhere, or even pre-baby photos
of their parents. Below are a few ways that you can document
your pre-parenthood experience, even if you and your
significant other aren’t a celebrity couple:

1. Scrapbook: It may be “old fashioned,” but having something
tangible for your child to look at as they grow up can be very
special. Document your time with your significant other
through photos to put in a scrapbook. Take pictures of trips
that you took together while pregnant, take photos of the
first crib, etc.
Related Link: Kanye West Sends Celebrity Love Kim Kardashian
Gushing Anniversary Twitter Message One Day Late
2. Collectibles: You don’t have to make a scrapbook of
pictures before the baby comes. Why not create a box full of
tangible memories? Maybe your mom found out that you were
pregnant and gave you a teddy bear from your youth that you
didn’t know she kept. Create a box full of memories, or even
ideas of memories you would like to create in the future.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Keira Knightley Welcomes
First Child With Husband James Righton
3. Social media: We obviously can’t leave out social media.
Create a Facebook photo album, pinterest board, post pictures
to instagram, create a vine every day, you name it, you can do
it on the Internet.
What are some ways you’ve documented your pre-parenthood
experience? Comment below!

Celebrity Baby News: Keira
Knightley
Welcomes
First

Child with
Righton

Husband

James

By Courtney Omernick
Here’s the latest celebrity baby news! Celebrity couple Keira
Knightley and James Righton have welcomed their first
celebrity baby. People.com reported that both Keira and James
have not revealed the baby’s sex yet.

A new celebrity baby joins the
ranks! What are some ways to
welcome your first child to the
world?
Cupid’s Advice:
With this latest celebrity baby news, Cupid started thinking
about some great ways that expecting parents can welcome their
first child into the world. Below are some tips that we hope
this celebrity couple is following:
1. Find a helpful houseguest: Hopefully, this person will be
your significant other. Find someone to help you with the baby
that is willing to pitch in and not be a burden. This
houseguest needs to be willing to roll up their sleeves every
day!
Related Link: Haylie Duff Gives Birth to Celebrity Baby – a
Daughter!
2. Stock up: During your last trimester, stock up on any
dinners, lunches, etc. You won’t have any time to prep when

the baby comes, so you might as well do it now! And, accept
meals from friends and family.
Related Link: Lauren Conrad Sad She’s Not Rushing to Have
Celebrity Babies
3. Prepare for the mess: Parents with young children are not
expected to have a clean house, so, why should you? Don’t
worry about a bit of mud, or a few smudges. If need be, hire a
cleaning service to help you out.
What else have you done to welcome your first child into the
world? Comment below!

Celebrity News: Chris Brown
Brings 11-Month Old Daughter
as Date to Billboard Awards
By Courtney Omernick
In latest celebrity news, it seems as though Chris Brown
wasn’t the only good looking celebrity at the Billboard Music
Awards this past weekend. Chris brought his adorable, 11month-old celebrity baby daughter, Royalty, along as his date.
Royalty stole the show with her golden colored tutu, white
fitted jacket, and her Timberland kicks, according to E!
Online.

Latest celebrity news shows that
Chris Brown clearly values his role
as a father. What are some ways to
know your partner will do the same?
Cupid’s Advice:
Although this celebrity news article shows Chris Brown as a
great dad, he hasn’t built the best reputation for himself in
the past. Even if you’ve been with someone for a long time, it
can be hard to tell how they’ll act once you bring a child
into the picture. Cupid has some tips:
1. They know what you need: Do you need to be left alone? Do
you need comfort? If your partner is able to sense your mood
and what you need, chances are they’ll be a good parent. If
they can tell what you need, they’ll be able to tell what your
child needs.
Related Link: Haylie Duff Gives Birth to Celebrity Baby – a
Daughter!
2. Last minute plans don’t bother them: When you have a child,
everything can change at the last minute. Babies don’t have a
strict schedule. If your partner can adapt well to an everchanging situation, they may be a good parent.
Related Link: Kate Middleton and Prince William Introduce
Royal Celebrity Baby to Family
3. They express their feelings: When it comes to raising a
child, it’s important to know when to set boundaries. A great
piece of dating advice is if your partner is vocal about their
feelings, chances are, they’ll pipe up and become emotionally
invested when it comes to raising your child.

What love advice do you have regarding relationships and
parenting? Comment below!

Haylie Duff Gives Birth to
Celebrity Baby — a Daughter!
By Maggie Manfredi
On Wednesdays, we wear pink! According to UsMagazine.com,
Haylie Duff gave birth to a celebrity baby girl on Monday, May
11th. The Real Girl’s Kitchen host’s rep stated, “Both mom and
baby are doing great! Haylie and Matt are thrilled to finally
meet their baby girl and become a family of three.” The baby
girl was named Ryan, and celebrity couple Duff and fiance Matt
Rosenberg are doing great! Ryan is in great familial company
with cousin Luca, Hilary Duff’s son. Let’s hope the adorable
play-dates will be well-documented.

This celebrity baby has been named
Ryan. What are some advantages to
giving your child a name that can
be either male or female?
Cupid’s Advice:
Haylie Duff named her baby girl Ryan, this could work for both
boy babies and girls alike! Here are some advantages to giving
your child a universal name:

1. Name them early: Having a gender neutral name gives you the
opportunity to have the name ready, even before a baby is in
the belly! It will make it tangible for you and your partner,
and you will be able to speak to the baby the second you know
he/she is there.
Related Link: Haylie Duff Is Engaged to Boyfriend Matt
Rosenberg
2. Be surprised: With a name that works for a boy or a
you can take the old fashioned route and wait until the
is born to know the sex. This will make the experience
much more exciting without any stress of having to pick a
the day of.

girl
baby
that
name

Related: Haylie Duff Resists Maternity Clothes For Much of
Celebrity Pregnancy
3. The uniqueness factor: Having a universal name is special,
and stands out. So if you are taking part in the baby name
hunt don’t rule out this fun option. Examples: Charlie,
Bailey, Harper, Jamie, etc.!
Do you have a good example of a name fit for any baby boy or
girl? Share with us below!

Reality Star Kim Kardashian:
How Does a Marriage Survive
Infertility?
By Dr. Jane Greer

Kim Kardashian recently opened up about her fertility
struggles, as she and Kanye West have been trying to have
another baby for several months. Kim is even seeing fertility
doctors to try to diagnose the issue. However, they’ve had no
luck so far, despite trying “as many times a day” as they can
to conceive.

Infertility or struggles to have a
child
can
strongly
affect
a
relationship and love life like
reality star Kim Kardashian’s,
sometimes even leading to divorce.
Rather than sex being simply about pleasure, it is now
connected to the goal of getting pregnant. When that doesn’t
happen right away, couples find themselves feeling
disappointed month after month. This can impact the desire to
have sex with each other spontaneously, and as a result affect
their intimacy.
It’s interesting, because making the decision to have a baby
feels like a solid taking control of your future, often
without even thinking about how hard it might be or what
obstacles could get in the way. You have made this lifechanging choice, are ready to begin, and expect it to happen.
But then, it doesn’t happen right away. The first month comes
and goes and you get your period, then the second month. As
the time passes, uncertainty comes into play, leading to waves
of anxiety that this thing you want so much isn’t happening.
These feelings build sometimes without your even realizing,
and before you know it six or more months have gone by and
suddenly what at first felt like taking control of your future
feels like anything but. On the contrary, you feel like it is

completely out of your hands. That is one of the most
distressing parts of living through infertility. You thought a
few months ago that you were taking the reins, but really, you
have completely handed them over. Now where all the hope and
excitement once was is pressure and tension. How, then, can a
couple live through this daunting experience without its
taking a toll on their marriage?
The challenge is for couples to work together to strategize a
plan for navigating their way through the steps, options, and
choices that are available to help facilitate and achieve
pregnancy. And there are many: fertility drugs, diagnostic
procedures, in vitro fertilization, or choosing an egg donor,
to name a few. Try to decide as a couple what each of you are
willing to do both emotionally and financially to achieve your
goal. After that, arrive at a timeline to determine how long
you are willing to spend on each phase before moving on to the
next. These decisions will bring some sense of control to what
otherwise feels like a floating in space experience. In
addition, it will allow you to know that if one thing doesn’t
work, there are still other options to turn to.
The most challenging piece of all of this is to try not to let
this consume who you are as a married couple. Do your best to
go on with the other parts of your life and do the things you
have always liked to do together. Despite the fact that sex
now has a functional side to it that it didn’t have before you
were trying to have a baby, you want to find other ways to
keep the fun and joy alive between you. Spend time with
friends you both like, schedule a dinner out, enjoy a weekend
away, or plan a lazy day just the two of you full of your
favorite food and activities. Make time to build in the
smaller pleasures so they can be the glue that keeps you
together during your difficult journey.
The most important thing is to support each other and go
through this as a team, which will keep you close and
connected. That appears to be what Kim and Kanye are doing.

Kim is still looking towards a second pregnancy, and hopefully
she and Kanye will be able to welcome a new addition to their
family soon enough.

Famous Couple Kate Middleton
and Prince William Introduce
New Baby Girl Outside St.
Mary’s Hospital
By Katie Gray
The Princess has arrived! Famous couple Prince William and
Kate Middleton have officially welcomed their second child, a
baby girl named Charlotte Elizabeth Diana. According to
UsMagazine.com, “The Duchess, 33, checked into the hospital on
Saturday morning with the Duke, 32, by her side. She gave
birth to a little girl, weighing 8 pounds and 3 ounces, soon
after.” After the debut of the Princess celebrity baby, the
happy family returned home to Kensington Palace.

Even if you aren’t a famous couple,
birth announcements are fun. Name
three unique ways people can
announce the birth of their child.
Cupid’s Advice:

Are you having a baby and can’t decide how to announce the big
news to family and friends? Cupid has some “out of the box”
ways to announce the birth of your child:
1. Gender reveal party: In today’s society, it is becoming a
common pattern to have a gender reveal party when you and your
partner are expecting a baby. Typically people will have a
cake, and inside will be dyed either pink (girl) or blue
(boy). People tend to invite family and friends over, and then
during the party they cut the cake and reveal the gender. It’s
a fun way to announce you’re pregnant and what gender you will
be bringing into the world soon. Super cute!
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Couple Prince William and Kate
Middleton Send Treats to Fans Camped Outside Lindo Wing
2. Newborn photo announcements: A common practice still today
is newborn photo announcements that parents mail to all of
their friends and family following the birth of their infant.
Get creative with the announcements. For example, put the
message and newborn photo in arts and craft eggs that say
“just hatched” or choose a funny theme on the announcement. A
great way to capture this happy time is by having family
photos taken now that the baby has arrived. Go have a portrait
session with your favorite photographer!
Related Link: Prince William and Kate Middleton Celebrate 4th
Celebrity Wedding Anniversary While Awaiting Royal Baby
3. Celebrate: Life is one big party! Especially after you have
just had a baby, as it is one of the happiest moments in a
family’s life. Bring together all of your family and friends
for food and fun to celebrate the arrival of your bundle of
joy!
What are some other unique ways to announce the birth of your
child? Share your ideas below.

Prince
William
and
Kate
Middleton
Celebrate
4th
Celebrity Wedding Anniversary
While Awaiting Royal Baby
By Meranda Yslas
Four years have already passed since Prince William and Kate
Middleton celebrated their celebrity wedding in London. Now
the famous couple has even more reason to celebrate this
special day, their second baby can arrive any minute now!
According to UsMagazine.com, Middleton’s due date was on April
23rd, but with no sign of the celebrity birth happening, she
continued with her normal, everyday activities. The couple
has a few anniversary celebrations planned, that is of course,
unless the royal baby plans to make his or her debut!

It seems like the royal celebrity
wedding was just yesterday! What
are
some
ways
to
make
your
anniversary special?
Cupid’s Advice:
Without a doubt the royal celebrity wedding was a big deal, as
it was shown on national TV! However, that doesn’t mean the
anniversary isn’t just as important. Anniversaries are

something to celebrate; they are a symbol of a lasting
relationship and love. Rather than letting this day slide
under the radar, here a few tips to make this day special:
1. Take a trip: Make this anniversary one to remember and take
an exotic vacation. It can be like a second honeymoon and it
will give you and your partner some quality alone time.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Couple Prince William and Kate
Middleton Send Treats to Fans Camped Outside Lindo Wing
2. Get your kinds involved: An anniversary doesn’t have to be
exclusively for the married couple, but it can be a family
affair. Have your little ones help you prepare a special dish
for you and your mate, or spend the day doing something the
whole family can enjoy.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: 5 Reasons Why We Can’t Wait
to Meet the Royal Bundle of Joy
3. Remember your wedding: Dedicate some time for looking back
on that special day. Dig out your wedding photo album or pop
in the DVD if you had it filmed and over a bottle of wine look
back on that day you two said, “I do.”
How did you celebrate your anniversary? Share below!

Hollywood Couple Blake Lively
and Ryan Reynolds Battle for
Daughter’s First Word

By Meranda Yslas
New celeb parents, Hollywood couple Blake Lively and Ryan
Reynolds are competing to see what will be their baby’s first
word. As told in People, the Gossip Girl actress has heard her
celebrity love, Reynolds, teaching their daughter to say ‘Dada.’ Wanting to make sure ‘Ma-ma’ is the first word,
she joked, “The word ‘Da-da’ is banned in our house.”

It seems that even Hollywood
couples squabble about their kids!
What are some ways to compromise
with your partner when it comes to
parenting?
Cupid’s Advice:
It isn’t only Hollywood couples who get in tiffs about
parenting styles, almost all parents are known to do things a
little bit differently than their partners. To make sure you
two are on the same page when it comes to raising your little
ones, here is Cupid’s relationship advice about making
compromises:
1. Create a list: If your partner does something is his
parenting style that you don’t agree with or you find
ineffective, sit down with him or her and compile a list of
these actions.They can do the same thing, and if you both list
a similar action, it can be something you both can work on
eliminating.
Related Link: ‘Sons of Anarchy’ Star Theo Rossi is Expecting
Celebrity Baby with Wife Meghan McDermott
2. Don’t make someone be the bad guy: It is very common in a

couple that one will be the ‘nice’ parent, who lets their kids
eat ice cream before dinner, while the other one is labeled
the ‘mean’ parent, who enforces the rules and puts the kids in
timeout. Rather than creating this tension, make sure to share
the responsibility of who has to discipline the kids.
Related Link: Robert Pattinson’s Celebrity Love FKA Twigs
‘Really Wants Kids’ Says Source
3. Let the little things go: You will drive yourself crazy
trying to control every aspect of you and your partner’s
parenting style. The little things, like you saying bedtime is
8:00pm while your partner says 8:30, shouldn’t cause you to
stress.
How do you compromise with your partner about parenting
styles? Share below!

Justin
Timberlake
Debuts
First Pic of Celebrity Baby
Silas with Wife Jessica Biel
By Maggie Manfredi
Family Photos! According to UsMagazine.com, Justin
Timberlake shared an Instagram picture of his celebrity wife
Jessica Biel with their beautiful son Silas Randall
Timberlake. This photo of Silas in a Grizz jersey snuggled in
his mother’s arms marks his public debut. The celebrity baby
couldn’t be more precious and the celebrity couple are picture
perfect. With just a week under his tiny belt, we can’t wait

to see what else this celebrity baby can give to the camera.
Here’s hoping JT continues to post!

One thing’s for sure — this
celebrity baby will never lack
attention! What are some ways to
keep your relationship strong when
you have a baby?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having a baby is an exciting and scary adventure. But remember
that this is an adventure you have created together and there
is no reason to let your relationship and love fizzle out when
you welcome your newest little love:
1. Keep a schedule: Not only will this eliminate arguments and
stress but this will keep you locked in for date nights. With
a growing baby, you will be happy to have the schedule system
in place when your planning for one more!
Related Link: Jessica Biel Wants Babies With Justin Timberlake
2. Alone time: Help each other by giving each other some
space. With a newborn things can get very busy and you and
your partner may find it hard to get time for yourself. Be
good to yourself and to your partner by making sure each has
some time to do the things they love to do, even if it’s just
an afternoon of shopping or a Saturday morning to sleep in.
Related Link: Justin Timberlake Reportedly Caught Cheating
3. Make a memory: Take a note from JB and JT by documenting
the happy moments. There’s nothing like the glow of a new
mother and there are so many firsts that you will experience
as a family. Make sure to capture the joy but also be present

in these moments and they will surely change your bond for the
better.
How did you keep the romance alive post baby? Share your tips
and tricks below!

‘Sons of Anarchy’ Star Theo
Rossi Is Expecting Celebrity
Baby
with
Wife
Meghan
McDermott
By Meranda Yslas
It is celebrity baby season! UsMagazine.com confirms that Sons
of Anarchy star, Theo Rossi, is expecting his first child with
wife Meghan McDermott. This soon-to-be first time dad is not
nervous at all, but rather he and McDermott are “really
excited” about their celebrity baby news. The married
celebrity couple’s baby is due in June.

There’s no lack of celebrity babies
in Hollywood right now! How do you
know whether to have another child
with your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having a baby for the first time is fun and exciting, and so

is having another! Having a second child is a serious step in
you relationship and love and just like the first time around,
deciding to have a second child requires planning and
commitment from both partners. Here’s some of Cupid’s love
advice on deciding whether or not to have another child:
1. You feel prepared: Once you feel that you have a handle on
raising your first child, you may be eager to want another. If
you feel confident that you will be able to raise two kids at
the same time, then you’re ready!
Related Link: Justin Timberlake Gives Shout Out to Pregnant
Celebrity Love Jessica Biel at iHeart Radio Awards
2. Financial Stability: Babies are expensive and it becomes
even more expensive when raising two kids. It is always a good
idea to have children when you are secure with your finances
and are able to provide for them.
Related Link: Famous Couple Brandon and Leah Jenner Announce
Celebrity Pregnancy with Cute Instagram Photo
3. Age gap: Another factor parents take into consideration
when deciding to have a second child is the age difference. Do
you want your children to be close in age so they will always
a friend growing up or would you prefer a big age gap so that
the older sibling can act as a mentor to the new baby? Once
you and your partner answered this question, you will get an
idea of when to start preparing for the second baby.
How did you know you were ready for another child? Share
below.

Hilary Duff Says She Loves
Her Post-Celebrity Baby Body
By Meranda Yslas
Two years following the birth of her son celebrity baby Luca
Cruz, Hilary Duff is loving her post-celebrity baby body,
according to People.com. The actress admitted that getting
back into shape wasn’t easy, and her body isn’t the same as it
was before her celebrity pregnancy. “My body is never going to
be what is was,” the 27 year old celeb shared. “I have stretch
marks, my boobs are different- much different! And that’s fine
and I’m happy with them.”

Even celebrity babies cause their
moms to struggle with getting back
in shape. What are three ways to
get secure with your post-baby
body?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having a baby changes a woman’s body and it is can
be difficult or even impossible to get the body you had before
the pregnancy. You may see things that weren’t there before,
like stretch marks or some permanent weight gain. These aren’t
the end of the world and Cupid can offer some self love
advice on how to be comfortable in your post-baby body:
1. Say it out loud: For the most part, coming to terms with
your body is something you have to accomplish in your mind.
Standing in front of the mirror and saying, “I love my body”

everyday for awhile just might make you believe it.
Related Link: Robert Pattison’s Celebrity Love FKA Twigs
‘Really Wants Kids’ Says Source
2. Talking with other moms: It can be hard for friends to try
and console you about your post-pregnancy body insecurities if
they haven’t been through a pregnancy themselves- they don’t
understand the changes. Try talking to other women who have
gone through a pregnancy and see how they got comfortable with
their body.
Related Link: Hilary Duff Says
Declarations Are ‘Uncomfortable’

Aaron

Carter’s

Love

3. Flaunt it: Sometimes pregnancy may make you gain weight in
places like your bust or your butt. Rather than try to hide
your new attributes, show them off! Wear some great jeans that
make your post-pregnancy booty look awesome.
How did you come to accept your post-pregnancy body? Share
below?

Robert Pattinson’s Celebrity
Love FKA Twigs ‘Really Wants
Kids’ Says Source
By Meranda Yslas
First comes celebrity love, then comes… kids? For famous
couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs, a bundle of joy may be

in the near future. The two recently celebrated a celebrity
engagement and Pattinson’s celebrity love is reportedly ready
for kids. A source told People.com that Twigs “really wants
kids.” Although not confirmed, the couple may possibly tie the
knot this coming summer.

We can’t wait to see if this famous
couple has kids soon! What do you
do if you aren’t on the same page
with
your
partner
regarding
children?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having kids is a big step to take in relationships and love;
it’s an emotional decision filled with excitement and fear. If
you and your partner aren’t on the same page of when or if to
have kids, this decision can be harder to make. Here are
Cupid’s relationship advice for couples who have different
opinions about kids:
1. Respect their decision: There are some things about your
partner that you can’t change, either it’s something as small
as them snoring at night or something as big as not wanting to
have kids. Either way you should respect their decision rather
than forcing them to change.
Related Link: Famous Couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs
Exchange Promise Rings
2. Find a middle ground: If you and your mate both want kids,
but disagree on when it should happen, try to find a
compromise. If you want kids now while your beau wants to wait
four years, try to agree on two years so that you both feel
ready.

Related Link: Hollywood Couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs
Pack on PDA on Miami Beach
3. Patience: Sometimes your partner may not know if he or she
wants kids at all- and that’s okay! Allow them time to figure
out what they want and prepare yourself for either answer.
How did you and your partner know you were ready for kids?
Share below!

Celebrity
Baby
News:
5
Reasons Why We Can’t Wait to
Meet the Royal Bundle of Joy
By Maggie Manfredi
The arrival of Prince George was one of the most anticipated
moments of 2013. Kate Middleton’s fashion is closely watched
and Prince William has many royal expectations. So it is no
surprise that baby number two is creating buzz. This royal
bundle of joy is bringing people across the globe together to
talk baby names and sibling rivalry.

Here are five reasons we can’t wait
for royal baby number two!
1. A boy or a girl: Is Prince George going to get a baby
brother or sister? The gender of this royal baby plays a large
role in the conversations being had about the baby-to-be.

2. Big brother: Let’s not forget about everyone’s favorite
toddler, Prince George! Will he love his new sibling right
away, or will the big brother need to warm up to the familial
addition? We will have to wait and find out!
Related Link: Royal Baby: Prince William Says ‘We Could Not Be
Happier’
3. Kate’s closet: Like last time, the fans are dying to see
what the Duchess will don next. Though a royal, Kate has been
known to repeat some of her best looks for different
occasions. We are wondering if there will be some pregnant
fashion repeats from her wardrobe in 2013.
4.They are royals: There is also buzz around the second child
and what this means for him or her in regards to the legacy.
Will George have a little brother with a bad boy reputation
(Prince Harry, Jr., perhaps?) or a little sister who will no
doubt be as poised and gorgeous as her mother?
Related Link: Prince William and Kate Middleton Welcome Their
Royal Baby Boy
5. Bring on the pictures: We can talk and place bets all day
long, but at the end of the day we cannot wait to get a look!
The fantastic portraits of Prince George from Christmas, or
the baby blue polka-dotted dress worn by Kate the day Prince
George was presented to the public…all forever documented on
Pinterest boards and Twitter feeds globally.
What are you most excited for with the newest addition to the
royal family? Share with us below!

‘The Bachelor’ Alums Jason
and
Molly
Mesnick
Throw
Minnie
Mouse
Party
for
Daughter
By Maggie Manfredi
A mini Minnie Mouse gets a big birthday bash! According to
UsMagazine.com, The Bachelor alums Jason and Molly Mesnick
threw their 2-year-old daughter the most outstanding Minnie
Mouse themed birthday party. The celebrity couple met on
season 13 of the show in 2009 and had daughter Riley Anne on
March 14, 2013. The party was perfect down to the little
details, such as Riley Anne’s red and white polka-dot dress,
Minnie and Mickey ears for all the guests, and Minnie Mouse
themed treats. The party was hosted by the celebrity couple at
the play space ROMP in Bellevue, Wash. The Bachelor starlet
said, “It truly is the best location for a kids party! The
little ones were self-entertained and everything is kidfriendly, so it was a stress-free space for the parents.”

Time
to
take
some
Bachelor inspired notes! What are
three ways to get creative on your
child’s birthday?
Cupid’s Advice:
Cupid knows that your love for your baby is unconditional, and
you want to celebrate that! Check out these tips for your

child’s next birthday bash:
1. Presentation is key: Starting with the invitation to your
guests walking out the door with festive party favors, it is
all in the details. Have fun and get creative with your theme
like Molly and Jason Mesnick did!
Related Link: Former ‘Bachelor’ Jason Mesnick Surprises
Celebrity Love Molly Malaney For Fifth Wedding Anniversary
2. Who do you love: Does your daughter or son have a character
they are obsessed with like Riley Anne with Minnie Mouse? Take
that and run with it. It makes decorating, props and location
all the easier with a solid foundation to work off of. Does
your child love Elsa from Frozen? Consider a winter theme with
snowflake crafts; maybe even dress up like Olaf!
Related Link: Jason and Molly Mesnick Say Their Daughter Has
“Quite a Silly Personality”
3. Find inspiration: If you are at a loss for an epic theme,
well that is what the world wide web is for! There are lots of
great ideas for party themes, treats, festivities and fun at
your finger tips.
What is your favorite childhood birthday memory? Share with us
below!

Ashlee
Simpson
Enjoys
Celebrity Pregnancy Via Beach

Massage
Ross

from

Husband

Evan

By Maggie Manfredi
Celebrity pregnancy in paradise! According to UsMagazine.com,
famous couple Ashlee Simpson and Evan Ross are enjoying the
Hawaii heat before their baby girl’s arrival. Simpson rocked a
leopard-print bikini, with her baby bump on full display. Her
hubby was spotted giving the mommy-to-be a sweet belly rub.
This celebrity couple can’t wait for their first baby together
and to grow their family. It will be Ashlee Simpson’s second
child after Bronx, her first child with ex-husband Pete Wentz.
Bronx is ready and willing to take on the roll of big brother.

Ashlee Simpson appears to be having
an amazing celebrity pregnancy.
What are some nice ways a partner
can help you feel more comfortable
during pregnancy?
Cupid’s Advice:
Though only one person carries the majority of the load during
the pregnancy, the partner’s role is just as important. Here
are some tips on how a partner can support their love during
pregnancy:
1. Comfort is key: Like Evan Ross, make an effort to make your
partner feel good. Whether that be a nice massage or giving
them the opportunity to rest through out the day. They are
lucky to have you there for them during the 9 months of

discomfort, make your presence known with little acts of
kindness.
Related Link: Evan Ross Says married Life With Ashlee Simpson
Is ‘The Best Ever’
2. Help with planning: While your love is dealing with big
body changes and emotional highs and lows you can take on the
role of organizer. Make sure there is a plan for the big day.
Have a bag packed with the essentials and transportation taken
care of. There is nothing wrong with over-preparedness.
Related Link: Exes Ashlee Simpson and Pete Wentz Reunite For
Son Bronx’s Birthday
3. Just be there: I think you would be surprised by how much
simply being there will help. Cupid understands there is work
and friends and other elements of day-to-day life that get in
the way. But there is no shame in taking a little time for
yourselves, like Simpson and Ross, take a little getaway trip
before the baby arrives and enjoy the peacefulness together.
let the baby naming begin! Give us your ideas for names for
Bronx’s half-sister to be!

Is Chris Brown a Celebrity
Baby Daddy?
By Maggie Manfredi
Not exactly model behavior! According to People.com, the
latest celebrity news reports that Chris Brown is a baby daddy

to a nine-month-old baby girl. The child’s mother is a former
model that the singer has known for some time now. Brown’s onand-off-again girlfriend Karrueche Tran is not a fan of the
breaking celebrity news. Tran tweeted, “Listen. One can only
take so much. The best of luck to Chris and his family. No
baby drama for me.” However there is no comment from the
alleged celebrity baby daddy yet.

Celebrity baby or not, it can be
challenging when you have an
unexpected pregnancy. What are some
ways you can prepare for a child
before you are ready?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether

you

want

things

to

happen

or

not,

sometimes

life intervenes. Cupid has some ways you can prepare for the
unforeseen circumstance of being a parent unexpectedly:
1. Get educated: If you find yourself filling a new parent
role, one of your first power moves should be to gain some
knowledge. There are tons of books out there you can read, or
talk to some friends that have parenting experience. This will
help you deal with the fear of the unknown.
Related Link: Chris Brown Says Karrueche Tran Dated Drake and
Didn’t Visit Him In Jail
2. Find support: If it is an unexpected pregnancy, you might
not have the support of the other parent for whatever reason.
Find support where you can! There are support groups out there
for single parents and separated parents. You could also seek
out professional help to talk through the life changing
situation, or simply reach out to your loved ones for

guidance.
Related Link: Kendall and Kylie Jenner Cozy Up To Chris Brown
And Trey Songz at Party
3. Everything happens: There is that common saying, everything
happens for a reason. Do not run from your responsibilities,
face them head on! If you give it your all as a new parent and
be the best you can be then you will end up okay, and your
child will too.
Do you think Chris Brown is the father? Share your predictions
below!

Celebrity Pregnancy: Kate
Middleton Says She Can Feel
Baby Kicking
By Rebecca White
Celebrity babies are carefully monitored by the media from the
moment a celebrity pregnancy is announced. According to
UsMagazine.com, Kate Middleton recently revealed the latest in
celebrity baby news, which is that she can feel her baby
kicking! When a famous couple is expecting, keeping family and
friends updated is not hard to do since they can easily Google
the latest happenings. It’s really too bad most of us don’t
all have that luxury!

Celebrity babies are monitored
publicly from the time a pregnancy
is announced. What are three cute
ways to keep family and friends
updated on your pregnancy?
Cupid’s Advice:
Unlike a celebrity pregnancy, the average person does not have
the media closely following every step of the process. Don’t
fear, because Cupid has some advice on how to fill in your
family and friends on the latest with your bundle of joy:
1. Keep a pregnancy calendar on Facebook: By keeping a
pregnancy calendar on Facebook, your family and friends can
regularly check in to see the latest news! Follow your baby’s
progress with weekly posts and videos, so everyone is involved
in the process.
Related Link: Kate Middleton And Prince William Have Announced
Their Second Baby Is On the Way!
2. Pregnancy journal and baby diary: A journal or diary can be
kept the old fashioned way, or you can check out websites
dedicated to informing your loved ones of all the memories you
are making. Share pictures and record your experiences so
people close to you can stay up to date.
Related Link: Kate Middleton Prepares for Sleepless Nights of
Parenthood
3. Weekly phone calls: Instead of keeping up with social media
during your pregnancy, try weekly phone calls to the people
that matter. Not only will they appreciate being kept in the
loop, but they can plan a baby shower and buy gifts for the
newest member of your family!

How do you keep your family updated on your pregnancy? Comment
below!

Famous Reality TV Couple
Desiree Hartsock and Chris
Siegfried Reveal How Many
Celebrity Kids They Want
By Emily Meyer
Reality TV couple Desiree Hartsock and Chris Siegfried are
planning a celebrity wedding in January, and we may hear
about a celebrity pregnancy soon after! According to
Wetpaint.com, after the famous couple marries, they’re going
to focus on having celebrity kids. In a Q&A on Hartsock’s
blog, The Bachelorette star answered questions from fans about
their plans for the future, including how many baby Siegsocks
they want to have. “We will see but maybe 3?” the reality TV
star revealed. It looks like we won’t have to wait long
because she sees them in five years as “married, kids, dogs,
traveling, and doing what we love.”

The latest celebrity news is that
this soon-to-be-married reality TV
couple
is
already
talking

about celebrity kids. How do you
know
when
it’s
time
to
have children with your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Are you and your love beginning to think about starting a
family like this famous couple but aren’t sure you’re
completely ready for what’s in store? Cupid knows it can be
tough, so here are three ways to know when you and your
partner should have kids:
1. You both have pure motives: As much as we hate to say it,
sometimes, people want children for the wrong reasons. Having
kids isn’t a bandage that will fix a relationship in distress.
For these reality stars, decison-making can be a little tough
since they’ve only known each other for a short period of
time. Make sure you and your partner know what’s ahead and the
journey you will go through together.
Related Link: Do Trista and Ryan Sutter’s Kids Know How the
Couple Met?
2. The timing works: Have you accomplished what you want
to thus far in your life? Are you done with school, confident
about finances, settled with your job, and happy with where
you live? Check all of these important boxes before having
kids.
Related Link: Ashley Rosenbaum Instagrams Amazing Post-Body
Just One Month After Giving Birth
3. You are healthy and happy: Being healthy and happy is
another important aspect to consider when you’re having
children. A mother’s actions and attitude rub off on a child,
so it is crucial to be in a good mindset while pregnant and as
a new mom.

How did you know you were ready to have children? Share below!

Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher
Welcome a Celebrity Baby Girl
By Amanda Boyer
According to a source for UsMagazine.com,

famous couple Mila

Kunis and Ashton Kutcher welcomed a healthy celebrity baby
girl on Tuesday, Sept. 30, and they are ecstatic. The engaged
couple has been spotted throughout Kunis’ pregnancy and their
families, including Kutcher’s twin brother, Michael have been
very supportive of the two. Congratulations to the new
parents!
What are some ways to support your partner through childbirth?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s the big day, and you are about to become a parent. Read
ahead for some tips on how to support your partner during
childbirth:
1. Be prepared: Make sure you know the quickest way to the
hospital, and have her bags ready to go packed with extra
clothes and snacks. This is a way to show your support before
the day arrives.
Related: Ashton Kutcher Is Nesting As He Waits for Baby
2. Hold her hand: Stand by her side and hold her hand tightly
to show your support and dedication. Just being there will go

a long way.
Related: Mila Kunis Enjoys Her Sweet Pregnancy Cravings
3. Make her feel at home: Bring her favorite things to the
hospital after the baby arrives to make her feel good and at
home after the long day.
What are some other ways to support your partner through
childbirth? Share your thoughts below.

Snooki Steps Out 3 Days After
Giving Birth to Second Child
By Amanda Boyer
Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi is now a mother of two! Last week,
Giovanna Marie LaValle was born and her mother introduced her
to her fans, friends and family over Twitter stating, “So
happy to let you know we had our beautiful daughter this
morning Giovanna Marie LaValle. 6.7 lbs, full head of black
hair & perfect.” According to UsMagazine.com, Snooki could not
be more in love with her daughter and is already blessed to be
a mother of two. She recently stepped out 3 days post-birth
with skin-tight black leggings to show off her post-baby bod.
How do you introduce your new baby to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
It has been nine months and the baby is finally here, how are
you planning on introducing them to the family? Read ahead for

some tips:
1. Throw a party: What better way to introduce the new little
one to the world than by having your family and friends over
to celebrate!
Related: Snooki: Motherhood Made Me “Grow The Hell Up”
2. Surprise your loved ones: Take a trip to visit your parents
or your in-laws, and introduce them if they did not get a
chance to come over when your baby was born. They will no
doubt be all smiles!
Related: Deena Cortese Says Snooki Will Be a ‘Great Mom’
3. Send out cards: After the baby shower when you send your
thank you’s, send a small wallet sized picture of the new baby
along with it so they can “meet” him or her, too.
Did you introduce your baby to family and friends differently?
Comment below.

